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Techniques for algorithmic musical composition or generative music working
directly with the frequencies of the sounds being played are rare today as most
approaches rely on mapping of discrete states. The purpose of this work is to
investigate how self organizing audio can be created in realtime based on pitch
information, and to find methods that give both expressive control and some
unpredictability. A series of experiments were done using SuperCollider and
evaluated against criteria formulated using music theory and psychoacoustics. One
approach was utilizing the missing fundamental phenomenon and pitch detection
using autocorrelation. This approach generated unpredictable sounds but was too
much reliant on user input to generate evolving sounds. Another approach was the
Kuramoto model of synchronizing oscillators. This resulted in pleasant phasing
sounds when oscillators modulating the amplitudes of audible oscillators were
synchronized, and distorted sounds when the frequencies of the audible oscillators
were synchronized. Lastly, swarming behavior was investigated by implementing an
audio analogy of Reynolds’ Boids model. The boids model resulted in interesting
independently evolving sounds. Only the boids model showed true promise as a
method of algorithmic composition. Further work could be done to expand the
boids model by incorporating more parameters. Kuramoto synchronization could
viably be used for sound design or incorporated into the boids model.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Problem
Algorithmic composition is a form of automated generation of music, using various algorithms. Typically the methods use a technique called “mapping of states”, where an algorithm is
used to create a series of numbers or abstract sequences that are then converted into a sequence of notes, which are then played either by digital instruments or human performers.
(Doornbusch 2002), (Maurer IV 2004)
Methods that don’t use mapping are however rare. Ways of generating musical sequences working directly with the frequencies of the sounds being played is a new area that can
be explored. Eventually this can lead to new ways of creating sounds in realtime, with multiple
possible applications. One likely application is for composers of electronic music, another one is
sound design for video games, where realtime generative music that responds to the context in
the game and the users actions, is used. A third possibility is within architecture, where a new
area of investigation is how people can be affected by the acoustic character of a space, and
vice versa (Templeton 1993).

1.2. Purpose
The purpose of this work is to investigate how self organizing audio can be created in
realtime based on pitch information, and to find methods that can give a user expressive control.
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2. Background
2.1. Electronic Music Technology
Electronic music has it’s origins in 1902 with Thaddeus Cahill’s Telharmonium, a 200-ton
device producing tones in the form of electrical signals using spinning dynamos, which were sent
over telephone lines (Hass 1999). The Telharmonium generated sound using additive synthesis
(Weidenaar 1995), in which the timbre (the sonic character of an instrument) is shaped by determining which overtones will be present in a tone. The tone A at 220Hz for example, could
have the first two overtones added to it, 440Hz and 660Hz at various amplitudes, thus changing
it’s sonic character. (Smith 2011)
In the 1960s subtractive synthesis was introduced to the market, in which a harmonically
rich waveform, say a sawtooth wave, is fed through a (usually) lowpass-filter, in order to shape
the sound. This was further developed to use voltage-control, where voltages determine the frequency of the wave, cut-off point for the filter, and the volume envelopes. A volume envelope
refers to the time-character of the wave’s amplitude, i.e. how long it takes to reach maximum
amplitude, and how long for it to go silent again. (Apple Inc. 2009)
In the 1960s digital synthesis was developed, and in particular MUSIC V, a programming
language for digital synthesis created at Bell Labs by Max Mathews (Manning 2004), (Mathews
1963). Digital samplers were also developed, allowing the user to record and play back short
sound files. (Manning 2004)
In the 1970s frequency modulation synthesis was developed, where the timbre is affected by modulating the frequency of a simple waveform (such as sine, triangle or sawtooth) using
another waveform. (Manning 2004)
In the 1980s MIDI, Musical Instrument Digital Interface, was developed. MIDI is a technical standard and protocol for musical information, containing information on timing, pitch, velocity (note intensity), volume, and other parameters. (Manning 2004)
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Late developments include various analog and digital signal processing methods, pitchshifting, physical modeling of objects like resonant pipes etc., and graphical interfaces for all
these tools. (Manning 2004)

2.2. Electronic Music Composition
In the 1910s Italian composers of the Futurism school attempted to ”liberate sound” and
began using sound sources such a ”noises obtained by beating on metals, woods, skins, stones,
pottery, etc.” (Russolo, Filliou, & Pratella 1913) in their compositions (Hass 1993). This development opened up new areas of abstract music to explore, which was later investigated by
Vladimir Ussachevsky in the 1950s, using tape recordings (Hartsock & Rakhonen 2000). In the
1950s Karlheinz Stockhausen and other students at the University of Cologne further elaborated
on these ideas, experimenting with manipulation of acoustic sound sources (Hass 1993).

2.3. Algorithmic Composition
An example of early algorithmic composition can be seen in the 1950-’60s with John
Cage developing ”aleatoric music” in which stochastic elements where introduced to the composition process, a musical score (the sequence of notes to be played by the performer) could be
created by throwing dice for example (Maurer IV 2004). Another example is the piece Reunion
which is ”performed by playing chess on a photo-receptor equipped chessboard” where the
players’ moves determine the notes being played (Maurer IV 2004). These could be seen as early examples of mapping, where a sequence of numbers or information is converted into a musical score by some predetermined rule (Doornbusch 2002).
In the 1960’s Steve Reich developed ”process music”, an example being It’s Gonna
Rain, in which two tape players play the same looped recording, gradually moving out of sync
with each other due to the imprecise nature of the tape players, generating surprisingly complex
sounds. (Reich 2002)
In 1955-’56 Lejaren Hiller and Leonard Isaacson at the University of Illinois created a
computer program which could be fed parameters specifying music style and then generate a
sequence of notes which they would transcribe to traditional musical notation that a string quar-
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tet would play. Hiller went on to create MUSICOMP with Robert Baker, a program for automated
composition. In the 1960s Iannis Xenakis developed a program for stochastic composition incorporating probability theory. (Maurer IV 2004)
The 1970s and ’80s saw exploration of nonlinear dynamic systems as note-generating
algorithms, translating information from structures such as fractals or turbulence equations into
musical scores. (Maurer IV 2004)
Since the ’90s there has been work done with artificial intelligence systems and genetic
algorithms. The latest developments are within the field of automatic listening, in which the computer programs not only generate musical sequences but also listens to other sounds being
played and respond to it in realtime, acting as an accompanist to a human performer. (Maurer IV
2004)

2.4. Particle Based Composition
In 2005 Cádiz and Kendall proposed a new method of synthesis in their paper A Particlebased Fuzzy Logic Approach to Sound Synthesis. In it they describe a complex multi-agent environment or ”particle system” where a number of agents (or particles) are simulated, each having
a fundamental frequency, charge, intensity (amplitude), and external influence. The main finding
in the paper is in producing complex non-linear trajectories for these particles without having to
solve analytical differential equations for the dynamic system, instead simulating each particle
and letting complex behavior emerge from the interactions of large numbers of them. This is
usually called swarming behavior. The trajectories of these particles are used to generate an audio-file using the particles frequency- and intensity-information. (Cádiz & Kendall 2005)

2.5. Summary
With the exception of process music and particle based composition, the majority of
these methods either use discrete states (notes) and various forms of mapping, as constraints
on the possible configurations of the system, or processes that have little to do with the actual
sounds being played. This work will investigate swarming behavior in combination with signal
processing and music theory, and work directly with the frequencies being played in order to in-
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vestigate if this can lead to something more alive and interesting, or if these constraints have
been developed for a reason.

3. Theory
3.1. Music theory & Psychoacoustics
Some terms that needs defining in this work are hearing range, pitch, octaves, musical
intervals, consonance and dissonance, and contrary motion.
The hearing range of humans is the span of frequencies that our ears can hear. Human
hearing is commonly said to lie between 20Hz and 20’000Hz (Rosen 2011). Frequencies below
20Hz are called infrasonic, and those above 20’000Hz are called ultrasonic (Rossing 2015).
Pitch is a concept related to but not synonymous with frequency (Hartmann 1997). The
pitch A for example has the fundamental frequency of 440Hz, but in most situations an A will
contain many integer values of that frequency, 880Hz, 1320Hz, 1760Hz and so on (Angus &
Howard 2013). Pitch is thus related to the objective physical property of frequency, but is a psychoacoustic attribute of a sound (Hartmann 1997). This can be seen in the missing fundamental
effect, in which humans are able to correctly identify a pitch solely by it’s overtones (Plack et. al.
2006). For example, if the frequencies 880Hz, 1320Hz, and 1760Hz (the first three overtones of
A) are played, some people can still correctly identify the pitch as an A (440Hz). The mechanisms for this are still unknown, though something akin to auto-correlation has been suggested
as a possible candidate (Cariani & Delgutte 1996). This effect can be used in audio processing
to give the illusion of powerful bass even when these frequencies are absent from the audio signal (Hill & Hawksford 2011) .
A musical interval is the difference between two pitches, and an octave is the interval between two pitches with one having double or half the frequency of the other, also defined by
ANSI as the frequency level when the base of the logarithm is two (Hartmann 1997). The level of
a quantity Q is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of the quantity and a reference quantity,

f
L f = log 2 ( )
fr
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Ie. 880Hz is the octave of 440Hz. Humans hear the distance between 400Hz and 800Hz as the
same as the one between 800Hz and 1600Hz (Angus & Howard 2013) (though we tend to prefer
slightly larger ratios than 2:1, a mostly unexplained phenomena called octave enlargement
(Moore 2012)), thus it makes more sense musically to compare frequency levels than absolute
distances, the absolute distance in the second example being twice that of the first. A tone b with
a frequency ratio 3:2 relative to tone a is called the a’s fifth, or said to be a fifth above a, 660Hz
is a fifth above 440Hz for example (Angus & Howard 2013). It being called a fifth is due to it being the fifth pitch in the seven note scale (a sequence of pitches) used in western music (Randel
2003).
A tuning is a way of dividing an octave into pitches (usually twelve in western music) ordered by their fundamental frequencies (Hartmann 1997). The tuning used in this work is the
Pythagorean scale (or Pythagorean tuning) because of its relative simplicity. In it the ratios of
intervals are all based on the ratios 3:2 and 2:1, fifths and octaves, considered to be the most
pure by Pythagoras (Fideler & Guthrie 1987). The scale is constructed by multiplying the fundamental frequency by 3:2 eleven times, then dividing these eleven frequencies by two as many
times as needed to get them to fit into a single octave (Hartmann 1997). In current practice this
tuning has been largely abandoned in favor of Equal Temperament, in which all twelve intervals
have equal ratios (Hartmann 1997). This is however somewhat more complex and for the purposes of this work, tuning based on fifths and octaves will suffice.
All these are methods and techniques developed to produce consonance and avoid dissonance, which are more elusive concepts to pin down. Generally two pitches which sound
”pleasant” together or after one another are said to be consonant, while two pitches which are
perceived as unpleasant are said to be dissonant (Apel 1969). This is hard to explain purely
mathematically and appears to come down to cultural conditioning on some level. Hindemith
said that "The two concepts have never been completely explained, and for a thousand years
the definitions have varied” (Hindemith 1942). However, culturally conditioned or not, certain intervals are more or less unanimously agreed on as consonant. These are the unison, the third
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(though sometimes considered borderline consonant), the fourth, the fifth, and the octave, with
frequency ratios of 1:1, 5:4, 4:3, 3:2, and 2:1 (Apel 1969). Some theories suggest that the perceived consonance of these intervals are related to the overtones present in them, that in consonant intervals the overtones present tend to coincide as integer multiples, while for dissonant
intervals they are irregular (Ball 2012).
Another concept developed in traditional western art music is contrapuntal music, or
counterpoint. In this multiple melodies are played simultaneously, and the study of counterpoint
is the study of how to construct these melodies to sound pleasing together. Contrary motion is
one principle that suggests that all melodies ascending or descending in pitch together is less
pleasant or interesting than the melodies going in opposite directions (Prout 2011). These principles will be useful when exploring various swarm algorithms and formulating appropriate criteria
for evaluating them.

3.2. Swarm Intelligence
Swarm Intelligence (sometimes called Swarm Theory or just Swarm Behavior) deals with
systems consisting of several agents that coordinate using decentralized control and self-organization. Examples from the natural world include schools of fish, flocks of birds, as well as ant
and termite colonies. (Bonabeau 1999)
The salient point in Swarm Intelligence is how the global behavior of the entire system
results from the local interactions of the agents with each other and their environment. The
groups behavior self-organizes. The local interactions are based on simple rules using local information transmitted either directly between the agents or via their environment. The agents are
all relatively homogenous, either entirely identical or belonging to a set of similar typologies.
(Bonabeau 1999)
This decentralized nature of Swarm systems makes them inherently suitable for scaling,
simply by increasing the number of agents. Since the interactions are local, an increase in total
number of agents wont correspond to a similar increase in interactions for each agent, meaning
that past a certain threshold, larger numbers wont change the nature of the system too much
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(going from three to a hundred agents will likely lead to a more pronounced change than a hundred to a thousand). The decentralization also gives Swarm systems a fault tolerance, the influence that one single agent has on the system is so low that the effect of a malfunctioning agent
will likely be negligible. (Bonabeau 1999)
The first simulation done of flocking behavior in birds utilizing Swarm Intelligence was
Reynolds’ Boids Simulation, which will be built on in this work. In Reynolds’ model a number of
agents called Boids navigate a two (or three) dimensional space using the local information of
it’s neighbors’ distances, speeds, and directions to determine their own speeds and directions in
the next timestep. This turned out to be a successful model and has been further elaborated on
by others and has been used in areas such as computer graphics in movies and computer
games. (Reynolds 2001)
Being an audio work, mathematical treatments of oscillators are of interest. One such
model is the Kuramoto model.

3.3. The Kuramoto Model
The Kuramoto Model describes large populations of coupled oscillators with natural frequencies determined by a chosen distribution. Some of these spontaneously synchronize if their
coupling strength exceeds a certain threshold, while others fail to do so. This can be seen in
populations of cicadas chirping in unison, pacemaker cells in the heart, flashing fireflies, and
more (Strogatz 2000). As a phenomenon of collective synchronization this is related to swarm
effects, and can hopefully be applied to audible oscillators.
Collective synchronization was first studied by Wiener, but his approach turned out to be
fruitless. A more rewarding approach was formulated by Winfree who recognized that if the coupling strength is weak and the oscillators similar, simplifications can be made (Strogatz 2000).
On short timescales oscillators can be characterized solely by their phases, and on long
timescales these phases will evolve because of the coupling and the slight differences in natural
frequencies. He also supposed that each oscillator was affected by the collective rhythm gener-
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ated by the whole population of oscillators. He formulated his model using the differential equation

⎛ N
⎞
θ!i = ω i + ⎜ ∑ X(θ j )⎟ Z(θ i ), i = 1,...,N
⎝ j=1
⎠
where

θi

,

is the phase of oscillator i and

ωi

X(θ j )

its natural frequency.

phase-dependent influence of oscillator j on all others,

Z(θ i )

sensitivity function determining the response of oscillator i, (and

refers to a

being the phase-dependent

θ!i

being effectively the fre-

quency of oscillator i). Through numerical simulations and analytical approximations Winfree
found that these oscillator behaved erratically with each oscillator running at its natural frequency when the spread of frequencies was large in relation to the coupling, and that they spontaneously synchronized as the spread decreased and passed a certain threshold, showing something akin to a phase-transition. Inspired by this Kuramoto explored further.
Kuramoto reformulated it as
N

θ!i = ω i + ∑ Γ ij (θ j − θ i ), i = 1,...,N

,

j=1

where

Γ ij

is the interaction function (Strogatz 2000). He further simplified by disregarding

any complex connection topology for the oscillators, and considered the mean-field case of
equally weighted, all-to-all, sinusoidal coupling:

Γ ij (θ j − θ i ) =

K
sin(θ j − θ i )
N

,

where K ≥ 0 is the coupling factor, and 1/N included to avoid problems as N → ∞. The frequencies

ωi

sumes that

are distributed according to some probability density

g(ω )

g(Ω + ω ) = g(Ω − ω )

is unimodal and symmetric about its mean
, for all

quency to zero by redefining
N

ω

g(ω )
Ω

. Kuramoto as-

frequency , that is,

, i.e. a Gaussian distribution. He then sets the mean fre-

θ i → θ i + Ωt

K
θ!i = ω i + ∑ sin(θ j − θ i ), i = 1,...,N
N j=1

for all i. Leaving the equation
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invariant, effectively making

ωi

the deviation from the mean (Strogatz 2000).

Kuramoto’s model can be further explored using Euler’s identity

reiψ =

1 N iθ j
∑e
N j=1

to visualize the phases of the oscillators as a swarm on points in the complex plane (Strogatz
2000), but for the purposes of this work his original formulation will suffice.
As this work will be a digital simulation, and the sound generated in it digital, a section on
digital signal processing is of course necessary.

4.4. Signals
In order to convert an analog signal into a digital one, sampling is necessary. Sampling is
the act of measuring the value of a signal every T seconds, thus converting it into a numeric sequence. The number of samples taken per second is called the sampling rate or sampling frequency fs = 1/T. (Kumar 2013)
In order to reconstruct an analog signal from the sampled numeric sequence, the sampling rate needs to be high enough to accurately capture the highest frequencies present in the
analog signal. The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem states that for any sampling rate fs, perfect reconstruction is guaranteed for frequencies up to a bandlimit B < fs / 2. This is because a
sinusoid with a frequency strictly smaller than B Hz can be completely determined by a series
points spaced 1/2B seconds apart. The frequency fs / 2 is called the Nyquist frequency. If the
signal contains frequencies equal to or larger than B, aliasing will occur. Thus to properly capture
the frequencies of the human hearing range, 20Hz-20000Hz, a sampling frequency larger than
40KHz is needed, and in most situations, audio-cd’s for example, this is usually 44100KHz.
(Kumar 2013) Most professional audio gear works at at 48000Hz, however. (Kumar 2013)
If the signal being sampled exceeds a maximum threshold, clipping occurs, and the
sampled value is limited to that threshold, as seen in figure 1. This introduces high frequency
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content to the signal, which is often perceived as ”harsh-sounding” in audio-signals. This is usually avoided with limiting, a process in which the output is prevented from exceeding a maximum
value. The signal is unaltered when below a set
threshold, and attenuated when exceeding it.
This too can change the harmonic content of the
Figure 1. Graphical representation of clipping

signal, but by controlling the characteristics of the

(Batley 2007)

limiting more desirable results can be achieved.

(Fries & Fries 2005)
The prime method of investigating the harmonic content in signals is of course through
Fourier analysis (Kumar 2013). A Fourier series is a way of representing a periodic function as a
sum of sine waves, Joseph Fourier showed that a periodic function f(t) with period T can be expressed as:
n=∞

f (t ) =

∑c e
n

n=−∞

inΩt

, Ω = 2π /T

,

where the Fourier coefficient c is given by:
T

1
cn = ∫ f (t )e −inΩt dt
T0

(Sollervall & Styf 2006).

The Fourier series can be generalized to the Fourier transform, allowing one to work with nonperiodic functions as well. Defined as following:
∞

F(ω ) = ∫ f (t )e −iωt dt
−∞

,

where F(ω) is the Fourier transform of f(t). F(ω) is a complex valued function, and by plotting its
amplitude and argument one can glean information about the frequency components present in
the original function, as well as their phases. F(ω) is said to be the frequency domain signal to
the time domain signal of f(t) (Sollervall & Styf 2006). Using the inverse Fourier transform one
can recreate the time domain signal from the frequency domain signal:
∞

f (t ) = ∫ F(ω )e iωt dω
−∞
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A useful quantity is the power spectrum, containing no phase information but showing the energy
present in the signal. Rayleigh’s Energy Theorem (a special case of Parseval’s Theorem) shows
that the energy in the frequency domain signal is equal to the energy in the time domain signal:

∫

∞

−∞

∞

2

2

f (t ) dt = ∫ F(ω ) dω
−∞

(Smith 2016).

When working with digital signals the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is needed. It is
given by:
N−1

F(ω k ) = ∑ f (t n )e
n=0

−iω kt n

(Sundararajan 2001).

Since the signal being transformed is no longer continuous, but rather a numeric sequence, instead of a continuous spectrum of frequencies, the DFT yields discrete bins of frequency information (Smith 2016). The resolution of these bins are determined by the number of samples analyzed. The resolution of the bins are equal to the sampling rate divided by the number of samples. Common values for these would be fs = 44100Hz with 1024 samples being analyzed, yielding a resolution of 43Hz. The first bin would contain information about the frequencies 0Hz 43Hz, the second one 43Hz - 86Hz, and so on. Using 1024 samples would yield 1024 values,
however, since its impossible to get information on frequencies equal to or above the Nyquist
frequency, values pertaining to frequencies above it are discarded, and the ones below have
their values doubled. Thus 1024 samples yields 512 bins. DFT’s gaining better resolution with
larger amounts of sampling is an example of a phenomenon called smearing (Amidror 2013).
Breaking a discrete time signal into ”chunks” of samples is in effect multiplying it with a rectangular function, and one can show that multiplication in the time domain corresponds to convolution in the frequency domain, and vice versa (Sundararajan 2001). The Fourier transform of a
rectangular function is a sinc function,

sinc(t ) =

sin(t )
t

,
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and the convolution of a frequency spectrum and a sinc function ends up smeared out (Amidror
2013). One can also show that scaling the t-axis in the time domain corresponds to an inverse
scaling in the frequency domain, i.e. ”widening” in the time domain corresponds to ”narrowing” in
the frequency domain (Smith 2016). Thus a wider rectangle function corresponds to a narrower
sinc function in the frequency domain. In practice, the DFT is calculated using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithm, which reduces the complexity of computing the DFT from O(n2) to
O(n log n). The nature of the FFT algorithm requires the sample ”chunks” to be powers of two,
hence 1024 samples (Kim et. al. 2011).
Using Fourier analysis one can detect periodic components in a signal, another time domain method is through autocorrelation. Autocorrelation is a measure of how similar a signal
is to a time delayed version of itself, autocorrelation is thus a
function of lag (Gaydecki 2004). The discrete autocorrelation R
at lag l for the discrete series y(n) of length N is defined as:
N−l

R yy (l) = ∑ y(n) y(n + l)
n=1

.

Autocorrelation can be used to find for example a ”hidden” sine
wave in a signal consisting of a sine wave and noise, as seen in

Figure 2. A plot of a sine
wave mixed with noise, and
the autocorrelation of the
series (Manning 2009)

figure 2. This has useful applications in audio as it can be used to
find the fundamental frequency in say human speech (Goldberg & Riek 2000). In an audio signal
N could be 1024, corresponding to 1024 samples. At 44100 samples per second, this would correspond to about 23 milliseconds. As autocorrelation requires at least two periods to detect a
frequency (Hon, Huang & Acero 2001), only frequencies above about 87Hz (with a period of 11.5
milliseconds) could be detected. Similar to how convolution in the time domain corresponds to
multiplication in the frequency domain, cross-correlation corresponds to multiplication with the
complex conjugate in the frequency domain. Since auto-correlation is a cross-correlation of f(t)
͞
with f(t-l), the Fourier transform of an autocorrelation is F(ω) ·F(ω),
i.e. the power spectrum (the
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Wiener-Khinchin theorem). Which makes sense as the autocorrelation also provides information
about the frequencies present in f(t) (Broersen 2006). Autocorrelation is also subject to smearing, which can pose problems as the pitch might have already changed if too many samples are
used, while on the other hand, fewer samples will cause more smearing in the frequency domain, as well as limiting the lower limit of frequencies possible to detect.
Another primitive pitch-detection method is the zero-crossing method, which simply
counts the rate at which the signal switches sign. This method however, is prone to errors when
analyzing signals containing more than one frequency (Rhoads 1996).

4. Research Question
So can these theories and methods be used to create worthwhile self-generating audio/
music that isn’t derived from mapping of states? And if so how? To answer this some things
needs to be established. First, some relevant criteria for evaluation are needed. Which qualities
are desirable when creating a generative music system? Second, what degree of user control
should there be, and which aspects of the system should be controllable? Relevant criteria for
evaluation are needed for this as well.
Since this work focuses on realtime generation of audio, one desired quality is of course
speed. The chosen method should be able to run in realtime. Same goes for user input, it should
be able to respond in realtime.
It should also ideally sound somewhat pleasing. This is again a very subjective measure
and will vary according to the user’s needs. If designing say background audio for a horrormovie, abrasive unpleasant sounds might be desired, but if the audio is to be used for an architectural installation, pleasant noninvasive sounds might be the goal. Covering all eventualities is
however outside the scope of this work, which will instead mainly focus on the third aspect.
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The third aspect is dynamics. The sound produced should be complex and evolve and
change without requiring user input, in a way that’s not too predictable, and not too random either. The behavior should fall somewhere between fixed or cyclic and chaotic.
A suitable mode of user-input will be determined using the following criteria of feedback,
and intuitiveness.
Feedback refers to how the system responds to the user. The user should be able to
hear how he or she is affecting the system. Thus the input should affect some variable that produces audible effects when changed. If the effects are too subtle the variable should probably be
set to a start value at the beginning of the simulation instead.
Which leads into the next point, intuitiveness. Ideally a user should be able to form some
intuition about the system just by playing with it for a few minutes. To properly determine this
studies with test-users should be done but that is sadly again, outside the scope of this work.
Using these criteria, three main areas will be explored: finding missing fundamentals
through pitch-detection, Kuramoto synchronization, and swarm behavior. And within these the
criteria will be used to determine suitable parameters for user control, signal-processing methods, and swarm algorithms, using the following methods.

5. Method
5.1. Programming language
The three main candidates for writing in were Matlab Simulink, Max/MSP, and SuperCollider. While Matlab Simulink does offer realtime signal processing, it is too slow for dynamic audio purposes, and Matlab itself is not suitable for realtime applications. Unfortunately the MathWorks Audio System Toolbox was not available on Uppsala University’s student license, otherwise it would have been a prime contender. Max/MSP is a graphical programming language for
realtime audio and algorithmic composition, but has a highly specialized syntax and the learning
curve is quite steep. It too was not available on Uppsala University’s student license. SuperCol-
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lider however, is also specialized in realtime audio generation and algorithmic composition, but
with C syntax, and it runs faster than Matlab Simulink. It also comes with a large library of signaland audio-processing objects, and it is free under the GNU General Public License. Hence SuperCollider was considered the most suitable language for the project.
SuperCollider was created by James McCartney and released in 1996 (McCartney
1996), and is currently under the GNU General Public License and maintained by an active
community. It provides a framework for acoustic research, algorithmic music, interactive programming and live coding (SuperCollider 2016a).
Unlike most programming languages like say C, SuperCollider doesn’t straight up execute each line of code and finish when the end is reached. Rather the lines of codes can be
seen as a sort of ”recipe” for a signal network that is created and then left running until the user
sends a command to kill it. SuperCollider has a client/server model, the client being the compiler
and code editor, and the server being an audio engine that generates sound using the network
of UGens described by the code (SuperCollider 2016b).
It is a high-level language with dynamic typing. It uses Unit Generators (called UGens in
SuperCollider’s documentation) which are the basic formal units in the MUSIC-N family of audio
programming languages, a family of programming languages widely used within audio applications (Roads 1996). An example is:
SinOsc.ar(800, 0.0, 0.2);

which creates UGen producing a sine wave with a frequency of 800Hz, phase 0, and amplitude
0.2, at audio rate, typically 44100 samples per second.
SinOsc.ar( 800 + SinOsc.kr(0.5, 0.0, 40) , 0.0, 0.2);

creates two UGens. One outputting a sine wave with a frequency of 0.5Hz, phase 0, and amplitude 40, at control rate, which is lower than audio rate and varies with the function. This wave is
fed into the second UGens frequency parameter, and added to the value 800, thus modulating
the sine wave’s frequency between 760Hz and 840Hz.
RLPF.ar( SinOsc.ar(800 + SinOsc.kr(0.5, 0.0, 40), 0.0, 0.2), 800, 1);
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creates three UGens. Two generating sine waves in the same way as in example (2). The third
one describing a resonant lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 800Hz, a q value of 1, and
with the modulated sine wave as it’s input.
UGens linked together in this way are called a UGen graph, and is what is sent to the
audio server which then carries out the raw computations to generate the samples of audio.
Boolean expressions in SuperColliders server-architecture are tricky. A signal with a nonzero value will evaluate as TRUE (SuperCollider 2016c). SuperCollider offers a tool called Select, which is fed a control signal, and an array of signals, outputting the signal with the index
provided by the control signal, if the control signal is 1.4 for example and the array of signals is
[SinOsc.ar(400), SinOsc.ar(600), SinOsc.ar(800)], the output will be a sine wave with a frequency of 600Hz.
Select.ar(1.4, [SinOsc.ar(400), SinOsc.ar(600), SinOsc.ar(800)] );

has the same output as:
SinOsc.ar(600);

SuperCollider also provides tools for feedbacks, in the LocalIn and LocalOut classes, if a
signal is set as a LocalIn, SuperCollider will know to wait one buffer period (usually 1024 samples) before accessing it, rather than trying to access a value that does not yet exist (SuperCollider 2016d). LocalOut and LocalIn objects are usually called loop-out points and loop-in points.
These will provide useful in all three algorithms which are to be implemented.

5.2. Algorithms
The three algorithms to be implemented are the following: one using pitch-detection to
identify missing or pure fundamentals, one using the Kuramoto model of coupled oscillators, and
one using an audio analogy of the boids model.
In the missing fundamental case, three oscillators will compare their own pitch to the
overtone series of a pitch calculated by running their summed signals through a pitch-an3alyzer,
and moving to the closest pitch, with the hope that their movement from pitch to pitch in the
overtone series will change the perceived missing fundamental calculated by the pitch-analyzer,
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leading to an evolving (hopefully) consonant sound. Pitch-identification will be done using SuperCollider’s two builtin pitch-detectors, one using autocorrelation and the other using the zero
crossing method. The (as stated in section 4.3, unreliable) method of zero-crossing is used in
the hopes of introducing errors in the model that could hopefully lead to useful unpredictable behavior.
The Kuramoto model of synchronization will be used to synchronize low-frequency oscillators modulating the amplitudes of oscillators with audible frequencies, in one simulation, and
synchronizing the audible frequencies themselves in another. Due to the client/server architecture in SuperCollider, the Kuramoto model will have to be implemented as a signal-network
rather than a discrete timestep model.
The third example will use the boid model to control the pitches of a population of oscillators. A simple formulation of the boids model is that for n boids, each boid moves and attempts
to match it’s neighbors’ velocities, each boid attempts to move to the center of the flock, and
each boid attempts to avoid collisions. These three factors are then weighted and used to calculate n acceleration vectors, which are added to each respective boid’s velocity vector at each
timestep (Reynolds 2001). This will have to be translated into an audio model, with appropriate
analogues for boids, positions, flock-centers, and collisions. This will also have to be implemented as a signal-network rather than a model relying on discrete timesteps.

5.3. Research Methodology
The three algorithms will be explored using SuperCollider code. Sound samples will be
generated and evaluated using the criteria formulated in section 4. Research Question, then appropriate changes will be made. When necessary, SuperColliders graphing and plotting functions will be used to assess that correct signals are being generated, say in situations where the
signals are infrasonic or have inaudible subtleties. Then by trial and error appropriate variables
for user control will be determined, again using the criteria stated in section 5.
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6. Results and Analysis
6.1. Missing fundamental
The missing fundamental experiment used three independent agents and one user controlled. The agents produce a sine-wave in the audible range, listen to the combined signals of
itself and the other agents, attempt to find the (missing) fundamental frequency of this signal and
then to adjust its frequency to the closest overtone of the fundamental frequency. Since the
combined signal is the same for all agents, calculating the frequency and overtones is done
”outside” the agents.
Four sinus oscillators were created, with the first three’s frequencies determined by a later generated signal, and one with its frequency controlled by the mouse’s x-position, ranging
from 100Hz to 10000Hz. The output of these are summed into one signal which is sent to the
audio output, and a loop-out point. The signal sent into the loop-out point is received through a
loop-in point by a pitch-analyzing object, using autocorrelation in one trial and zero crossing in
the other. The thought being that these methods will find either the fundamental frequency of the
signal, or a missing fundamental, and, using this a set of reasonably consonant overtones can
be calculated. The pitch signal calculated by the pitch-analyzer is multiplied by an array containing either a series of n integers, [1, 2, 3, …, n], to generate a harmonic series, or n ratios of the
major scale [ 1, 1.123, 1.260, 1.335, …, n] and the resulting signals placed into an array called
overtones. If the pitch-signal is above 200Hz, two undertones will be generated, [0.25, 0.5, 1,
2…], if it’s within 100-199Hz one undertone will be generated, and none if it’s within 50-99Hz.
This is to avoid frequencies below 50Hz. (The upper limit of 20’000Hz was not found to be a
problem and thus not addressed.) Each of the three original sine waves is also fed through a
loop-out point, with pitch-analyzers receiving the three corresponding signals at loop-in
points.The pitches calculated by these (stored in an array pitch) are then compared to the array
containing the harmonic series or the major scale to find the pitch that is closest to it.
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Finding the closest pitch is done by generating an array called dist i for each oscillator,
calculated by subtracting pitch i from overtones, then choosing the signal with the smallest absolute value. To preserve the sign of this distance, the index of the smallest absolute value needs
to be used to access the corresponding signal in the dist arrays. This is done by continuously
summing the value of the signal
Select.kr(x<=min, [0, i])

for each signal in the dist i array using
dist.abs.sum{arg x, i; Select.kr(x<=min, [0, i])};

.sum iterates over the elements in dist.abs, and i starts at 0 and increases by one for each iteration. Thus when x<=min is true, the Select object will output i to the sum function, returning the
desired index. This along with the dist array is then fed into another Select object which outputs
the desired distance into the variable goalDist.
dist = overtones-pitchArr[i];
min = dist.abs.reduce(\min); //find min value
index = dist.abs.sum{arg x, i; Select.kr(x<=min, [0, i])}; //find index of min value
goalDist = Select.kr(index,dist);

Then the signals pitch i - goalDist was sent as the frequency-arguments to the three sine oscillators. It is the signals generated by these and the user-controlled oscillator which are summed
and sent to the audio output and loop-out points.
The first run of this simulation had disappointing results, with the three oscillators immediately settling to a common frequency. As an attempt to fix this, the pitch i - goalDist signal was
sent through a VarLag-object before being sent to the oscillators. The VarLag object outputs a
smoothed out or ”lagged” version of its input i.e. it low-passes it, but takes a variable called lagTime rather than a cutoff-point as input, calculating automatically the cutoff-point using the desired lag time specified by the lagTime variable. When the three oscillators all had their frequency signals sent through VarLag-objects with different lagTime values, somewhat interesting behavior arose. However, it was heavily dependent on user-input to ”perturb” the system by fluctuating the frequency of the user controlled sine wave.
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A possible reason for the oscillators settling to a common frequency is in the formulation
of the algorithm itself. Finding missing fundamentals using autocorrelation depends on the overtones, and having the oscillators move to the closest overtone merely ends up ”reinforcing” the
found fundamental frequency.

6.2. Kuramoto synchronization
The Kuramoto-model was applied in two ways, one synchronizing the frequencies of infrasonic sinus oscillators that were used to modulate the amplitude of audible ones, and one
synchronizing the frequencies of audible sinus oscillators.
Step for step, the Kuramoto model was implemented by creating an array containing n
infrasonic frequencies pseudo-gaussian distributed around 1Hz in an array called ampFreqs,
and an array called freqs containing n sonic frequencies either pseudo-gaussian distributed
around 440Hz, or as a series of n fifths starting on 110Hz.
The coupling constant is set as a signal ascending linearly from 0 to couplingMax (a variable) in simTime*2/5 seconds, staying at couplingMax for simTime/5 seconds, then descending
back to 0 in simTime*2/5 seconds, simTime being a variable determining the length of the simulation. This coupling constant signal is stored in the variable k.
The phases of the oscillators which are to be synchronized are collected at a loop-in
point (the phases will be calculated later in the program and sent through a loop-out point) and
stored in the array phasesIn. For each oscillator i the sum
N

∑ sin(θ

j

− θi )

j=1

is to be calculated. This is done by subtracting phasesIn[i] from phasesIn for each value in
phasesIn, getting the sin-value of this, summing the values in the resultant array, and storing it in
phasesSum[i].
Then the derivatives of the oscillators phases are calculated and stored in phasesDer.
This is done by multiplying phasesSum and k. (The 1/N factor was omitted when tests showed
that very large values of couplingMax were required for audible effects, see discussion.)
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An array called amps is created using the following code:
amps = Array.fill(numSines, {arg i; (-1/numSines) * ( (i+1/numSines).log ) } );

which results in an array containing n logarithmically descending values with a sum < 1 (to avoid
clipping). These are to be used as the amplitudes for the audible sinus oscillators, and logarithmically descending amplitudes produced a more pleasant sound when ampFreqs had a series of
fifths, compared to having equal amplitudes for all oscillators.
Then an array of sinus oscillators called ampSines is created, each oscillator with an
amplitude of 0.5, and ampFreqs[i] + phasesDer[i] as its frequency-argument, and 0.5 added to
its output signal (so it cycles between 1 and 0). The array ampSines is used as the amplitudeargument for an array called sines, containing n sinus oscillators with frequencies freqs[i] and
amplitudes ampSines[i]*amps[i]. The signals produced by the oscillators in sines are then
summed and sent to an audio output.
The oscillators in ampSines are the ones
to be Kuramoto-synchronized, thus a way
of tracking their phase is required. For
simplicity, phase is measured in relation
to a sine wave with the same frequency
Figure 3. Kuramoto-synchronization of low frequencies for 10 seconds, coupling value at the
top, and the values of 10 amplitude modulating
oscillators below. Scale 0-0.1 for the coupling value, 0-1 for the amplitudes.

starting at t = 0. Thus a sine wave with
the current value 1 has phase pi/2 (relative to the reference sine). A first attempt
to calculate this was done using FFT,

however SuperColliders FFT-bins were not accessible at either audio- or control-rate. A workaround using sawtooth waves was instead implemented. For each sinus oscillator in ampSines a
sawtooth oscillator with an identical frequency ampFreqs[i] + phasesDer[i] and an amplitude of π
is created. These are stored in an array called phaseTrackers which is sent through a loop-out
point, and accessed in the aforementioned loop-in point.
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This results in n oscillators whose amplitudes cycle between -1 and 1, unsynchronized at
first, and becoming synchronized as k reaches values of 0.1. When unsynchronized, this produces a pleasant phasing sound, and a noticeable synching of amplitudes when synchronized,
as seen in figure 3.
When it is the frequencies of the audible oscillators that is to be synchronized, sines contains n sinus oscillators with frequencies freqs[i] + phasesDer[i] and amplitudes amps[i] instead.
Analogously, phaseTrackers contain sawtooth oscillators with frequencies freqs[i] + phasesDer[i]
and amplitudes π. This results in a sound that gets wildly distorted in a way reminiscent of FM
synthesis as k reaches values around 50, see figure 4.
The sound becoming basically noise when the coupling constant is high and the audible
oscillators distributed as a series of fifths could have something to do with Kuramoto’s model
making the assumption that the frequencies were unimodal and symmetric around their mean
frequency. However, the same effect was heard for large coupling values even with pseudo-

Figure 4. Kuramoto-synchronization of high frequencies for 10 seconds. Coupling value at top,
and effective frequency (freqs[i] + phasesDer[i]) for 10 oscillators below. Scale is 0-100 the
coupling value, 0-500 for the frequencies.
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gaussian distributed audible frequencies, pointing to weaknesses in the implementation as more
likely.
The Kuramoto model offered little in way of user control. Controlling the coupling value
allowed for some shaping of the sound. Overall, there was no self driven behavior at all.

6.3. Boids
The boids-model was simplified to work in just one dimension, with frequency corresponding to position on a number line. On this line n audioboids will navigate. The audioboids
each have an acceleration, velocity, and frequency, which is the frequency of the sound wave
the audioboid produces.
Acceleration for each audioboid is calculated using four audio rate signals, one for avoidance, one for cohesion, one for contrary motion, and one for avoidance of the lower and upper
limits (50Hz and 20000Hz). These signals are then summed to produce the acceleration signal,

acci = avoidacei + cohesioni + cont.mo.i + wallsi

.

These four signals are defined as:
i−1

avoidancei = ∑
j

n
1
1
+∑
positioni − position j i+1 positioni − position j

cohesioni = flockaverage − positioni
n

cont.mo. = − ∑ velocity j
j

wallsi =

1
1
+
positioni − lowerL positioni − upperL

Position, flockaverage, lowerL, and upperL are defined as:

positioni = log 2 ( frequencyi )
1 n
∑ position j
n j
lowerL = log 2 (50)
flockaverage =

upperL = log 2 (20000)
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the base 2 logarithm being used to account for the octave-nature of pitches (see section 4.1).
Avoidance, cohesion and wall-avoidance being analogues of the boids model (section 4.2), and
contrary motion being an adaptation of the contrary motion principle from voice leading (section
4.1 again).
The array containing each audioboid’s acceleration is then sent through a loop-out point,
and accessed at a loop-in point and stored in the array accIn. In order to calculate the velocities,
accIn is sent into SuperCollider’s builtin leaky integrator. This integrator simply adds the value of
the input signal at each time sample to the output signal, with a leak coefficient of 1. The reason
for using audio rate is to have a constant sample rate, control rate signals have sample rates
that varies according to the function, leading to unpredictable results in the integrator. If the input
signal is audio rate, getting a correct value is easily done by multiplying the output signal with a
factor of 1/44100 (or 1/48000 in some cases). The resulting signals are stored in velocities, and
are clipped between maxSpeed and -maxSpeed, in order to implement a speed-limit. Frequency
is similarly obtained by integrating the velocity signal, and stored in the array positions.
The values in positions are used as the frequency arguments of n sinus oscillators whose
signals are summed and sent to the audio output. Their amplitudes are 1/n.
This is the skeleton of the simulation, using this various alterations were explored. The
starting positions could be either pseudo-gaussian distributed around a chosen frequency, or a
series of fifths starting on a given frequency. Pseudo-gaussian distributions tended to give more
interesting results, when starting on a series of fifths the audioboids tended to constantly ascend.
The audioboids could be given initial velocities, randomly distributed between -5 and 5,
having starting velocities gave better results when using pseudo gaussian starting positions, as
the audioboids tended to constantly descend otherwise. With starting positions as a series of
fifths, starting velocities made no audible difference.
The velocity could be exponentiated (and maxSpeed decreased to its base 2 logarithm)
before integration to calculate frequency. Making the frequency
t

frequencyi = ∫ 2
t0

velocityi

dt
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This tended to give overall better results. An appropriate value for maxSpeed was found to be 6.
The calculation of the average position of the flock could be overridden and instead set to
a value controlled by the x-position of the mouse, which gave surprisingly disappointing results.
Linearly interpolated white noise could be added to the calculated average position of the flock,
with the amplitude controlled by the x-position of the mouse. This too proved to have a mostly
inaudible effect.
The Kuramoto model was used to modulate the amplitudes of the audioboids, as described in section 7.2, which again produced a pleasant phasing sound, but didn’t affect the
model in any major way.
Lastly, the first prototype did not use the base 2 logarithm for calculation of acceleration,
this however often resulted in boids ending up at the same positions, leading to division by zero
in the avoidance-calculation. While not crashing the simulation, this produced a highly unpleasant noise (a subjective evaluation indeed, but a most likely uncontroversial one). The model ran
smoothly with up to 20 simultaneous audioboids, any more than that and the UGen graph became to large for the server to handle.
Overall the audioboids moved unpredictably up and down the frequency spectra, exhibiting nonlinear behavior without user input, producing not necessarily ”pleasant” sounds always,
but arguably interesting ones. Controlling the cohesion factor proved to give the most rewarding
results, as the difference between a high cohesion coefficient and a low one were quite audible.
Letting the user control an audioboid proved to be less rewarding than expected. Probably because a single audioboid is not enough to influence an entire flock. Other reasons could be that
the way that acceleration is implemented gives the audioboids a level of inertia that makes the
indirect influence via a user controlled audioboid slow and uninteresting.
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Figure 5. The frequencies of 15 audioboids plotted against time for 30 seconds. Scale
50-20000Hz.
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7. Discussion
7.1. Limitations
The Kuramoto model behaves erratically when synchronising high frequencies (anything
in the audible range basically), it could be that calculating the sum
N

∑ sin(θ

j

− θi )

j=1

for each oscillators is costly computationally.
The current codes for all three experiments are written as large functions in SuperCollider, it is conceivable however that they could be written in a more modular fashion using several
smaller functions in order to increase efficiency. As it is now the maximum number of simultaneous audioboids is 20, while numbers in the hundreds would certainly be interesting to study as
well.
Furthermore, SuperCollider is a high-level language, to truly gauge the possibilities of
this model one would have to work with a low-level language, specifying instructions for how
each sample is calculated. In this way more control over FFT-operations could be achieved, as
well as better performance.
In the current implementation of the boids-model the speed limit could be handled better.
As it is now it is done by using a clipping circuit that clips the velocity between the maximum velocity and the maximum negative velocity. However, the signal going into the clipping circuit may
continue to increase, and thus the clipped signal may require more deceleration than one would
think before decreasing, giving the audioboids a sort of hidden momentum.
The logarithmic treatment of position was an afterthought, it could have been designed
from the bottom up with everything defined on a logarithmic frequency scale, possibly giving better results and an easier to follow structure.
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8.2. Further Work
The missing fundamental approach seems fruitless, however, SuperColliders Pitch-object
provides a measure of the autocorrelation peak normalised by the zero-lag peak, which is described as a ”measure of purity of the pitched signal.” This could possibly be used to weight the
pitch measures and have them contribute proportionally according to how strong their pitched
signal is.
With the exception of the Kuramoto model none of the methods offer variation in amplitude, which is need for truly musical effects. Without differences in amplitude phenomena such
as rhythm can’t be satisfactorily achieved. A possible area of investigation would be to link the
Kuramoto modulation of amplitude and the boids model, perhaps by letting the positions of the
audioboids determine the coupling constant.
None of the models are particularly pleasant sounding either, incorporating limitations on
the audioboids model such as having them seek out consonant intervals with each other is a
possible area of investigation. Having the audioboids maintain consonant intervals with each
other could be achieved by a ”cheat” that directly decreases the boids’ velocities as they approach consonant intervals, but that would be moving outside the acceleration analogy. A possible solution to this using acceleration would be to use automatic control theory. Another way
would be to calculate the avoidance-factor using intervals rather than distance. This would in
effect be the same as making the audioboids ”larger” in the frequency spectrum.
Avoiding or following the user controlled audioboid could be given a higher priority. Giving it a high ”score” in the calculation of avoidance could simulate something analogous to a
predator for example, or a leader if the same is done in the calculation of cohesion instead.
The model could be expanded to include pan, i.e. position in the stereo field of the audio
signal, in effect making the model two-dimensional, with pan as the x-axis and frequency as the
y-axis. A swarm model for amplitude would be interesting. Amplitude could be incorporated as a
z-coordinate in an expanded audioboids model, however, one can argue that quieter audioboids
should influence the flock less than loud ones, making it an analogy in need of modification. An-
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other possibility is to link audio to velocity, either proportionally or inversely. Of course, one could
get abstract and make the model n-dimensional and have higher dimensions correspond to
more exotic phenomenon such as rhythm or timbre.
The model could also be modified to work with midi-values, outputting a midi-file that
could then be played by a midi-controlled violin-instrument for example, to give the user more
control of the timbre of the sound.
A more user-friendly interface would improve the utility of these models. Being able to
use midi keyboards to generate audioboids or midi messages controlling coupling constants
would let practitioners of music interact with the swarms through familiar interfaces. Further one
could imagine using FFT to find the harmonic content of a snippet of audio (say one’s voice),
and using the found frequencies as starting positions for short lived audio boids, opening up new
possibilities for live-performance.

8. Conclusion
8.1. Research question
In this work various concepts from swarm behavior, signal processing, and music theory
were explored to investigate if new methods for algorithmic composition and generative music
could be found. Three candidates were investigated, and evaluated against chosen criteria.

8.2. Conclusions
The pitch-tracking idea can be considered misguided from the start, the way it was formulated led the system to settle immediately into a static pattern, and while fine-tuning of the lag
in the pitch signals sometimes produced chaotic results, it seemed an area unable of producing
desirable results.
Kuramoto synchronization showed some promise for amplitude modulation, but more
work is needed. However, the noise produced when the audible frequencies are synchronized
shows promise for use in additive synthesis. Coupling strength could be linked to velocity (in
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musical contexts: the force with which a key on a midi-keyboard is struck) to combine additive
and FM-synthesis. It was not on its own capable of producing dynamic sounds without user-input, however.
The Audioboids model shows promise, if expanded on in the ways stated in 8.2 it could
evolve to become a viable tool for composing or audio-generation. Even in its current primitive
state, audio generated by it could conceivably be used in avant-garde audio works, though perhaps after some treatment by more sophisticated audio processing techniques in modern digital
audio workstations. While the same could be said of the other two models as well, it is the opinion of this work that the Audioboids model shows the most promise.
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Appendix
A. Evaluation criteria
I.

Consonance, it should sound somewhat pleasing at least.

II. Speed, as it should be able to run in realtime.
III. Dynamics, something that settles into equilibrium right away is uninteresting, as is something
entirely random.
IV. Interactivity, the implementation should afford the user some level of control.
A. Independence, the implementation should not need to rely on user control.
B. Ease of use, the controls should ideally be intuitive enough that someone without understanding of the algorithms behind it could use it.
C. Feedback, the user should be able to hear how he or she is affecting the behavior.

B. Missing Fundamental
( //Boots the server (only needs to be done once each session)
s.quit;
s.options.sampleRate = 44100;
s.boot;
)
(
var simTime = 10;

//Number of seconds to simulate

SynthDef("MissingFund",{
var overtones, dist, min, index, goalDist,
mix, arr, pitchArr,
swarm, summedSwarm, over200, over100, over50,
pitchA, pitch1, pitch2, pitch3, amps,
fbLoopInA, fbLoopIn1, fbLoopIn2, fbLoopIn3, fbLoopOutA,
sinU, lag,
random, zeroC;
zeroC
lag

= 0;
//Use zerocrossing (0) or autocorrelation (1)
= 0.5; //Lagtime for the frequency signals

//Random pitch function, overtones of a low A
random = {
((400.rand * 0.1)+ 1)*50;
};
//Create a sinusoscillator with frequency controlled by MouseX (100Hz-10KHz)
//Amplitude controlled by MouseY (0-0.3)
sinU = SinOsc.ar(MouseX.kr(100,10000,1)*1, 0, MouseY.kr(0,0.3), 0);
//Retrieve the swarms signals at a loopinpoint
# fbLoopInA, fbLoopIn1, fbLoopIn2, fbLoopIn3 = LocalIn.ar(4);
if(zeroC == 0, //Find pitch using autocorr. if zeroC == 0 othwerwise using zerocrossing
{
//Find fundamental pitch of entire swarm, then individual pitches for the agents
//a random overtone of a low A as starting value
pitchA = Pitch.kr(fbLoopInA, initFreq: random.value, maxFreq: 20000).at(0);
pitch1 = Pitch.kr(fbLoopIn1, initFreq: random.value, maxFreq: 20000).at(0);
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},
{

pitch2 = Pitch.kr(fbLoopIn2, initFreq: random.value, maxFreq: 20000).at(0);
pitch3 = Pitch.kr(fbLoopIn3, initFreq: random.value, maxFreq: 20000).at(0);
//Find fundamental pitch ofentire swarm, then individual pitches for
//a random overtone of a low A as starting value
pitchA = ZeroCrossing.kr(fbLoopInA, initFreq: random.value, maxFreq:
pitch1 = ZeroCrossing.kr(fbLoopIn1, initFreq: random.value, maxFreq:
pitch2 = ZeroCrossing.kr(fbLoopIn2, initFreq: random.value, maxFreq:
pitch3 = ZeroCrossing.kr(fbLoopIn3, initFreq: random.value, maxFreq:

the agents
20000).at(0);
20000).at(0);
20000).at(0);
20000).at(0);

}
);
//Store pitches in array
pitchArr = [pitch1, pitch2, pitch3];
//Generate
over200 =
over100 =
over50
=

three harmonic
[0.25, 0.5, 1,
[0.5, 1, 2, 3,
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5

series of fundamental pitch
2, 3, 4, 5 ,6 ,7 ,8, 9, 10, 11, 12 ,13, 14 ,15] * pitchA;
4, 5 ,6 ,7 ,8, 9, 10, 11, 12 ,13, 14 ,15, 16]
* pitchA;
,6 ,7 ,8, 9, 10, 11, 12 ,13, 14 ,15, 16 ,17]
* pitchA;

//Select harmonic serie, one containing two undertones if the fundamental pitch ≥ 200
//one undertone if fundamental pitch ≥ 100
//no undertone if 100 > fundamental pitch
overtones = Select.kr(pitchA<199,
[over200, Select.kr(pitchA<99,
[over100, over50])
]);
//Create agents, store them in swarm
swarm = Array.fill(3,
{arg i;
//Each agent is to find the overtone closest to its own pitch

sign)

);

}

dist
min
index
goalDist

=
=
=
=

overtones - pitchArr[i];
//Calculate distance to the overtones
dist.abs.reduce(\min);
//find min value
dist.abs.sum{|x, i| Select.kr(x<=min, [0, i])}; //find index of min value
Select.kr(index, dist);
//Use index to choose min distance (with correct

SinOsc.ar(
//Create a sinus oscillator
VarLag.kr(
//Lag the frequency argument lag seconds
(pitchArr[i]+goalDist), //Frequency is set as closest overtone
lag),
//Lagtime argument
0 ,0.2);
//Phase 0, amplitude 0.2

//Add the usercontrolled sine as the fourth swarm member
swarm.add(sinU);
//Sum the agents sinewaves and the usercontrolled sine
summedSwarm = Mix.new(swarm);
//The summed signal and the agents' individual signals are sent through a loopout point
fbLoopOutA = LocalOut.ar([summedSwarm, swarm[0], swarm[1], swarm[2]]);
//The summed signal is sent to the audio output
Out.ar(0, summedSwarm);
//The calculated pitches are plotted against time
[pitchA, pitch1, pitch2, pitch3]
}.plot(simTime)
//The synthdef requires a play-command
).play;
//FFT frequency scope
s.freqscope;
)
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C. Kuramoto
( //Boots the server (only needs to be done once each session)
s.options.sampleRate = 44100;
s.boot;
)
(//Kuramoto
var simTime;
simTime = 10; //Number of seconds to simulate
{

var sines, ampSines, sinesNorm, fedbackSig, pitchMode, phaseTrackers,
ampFreqs, freqs, pitches, toneMode, volMode, varFreqs, autoK,
phasesIn, phasesOut, phasesDer, phaseSum, phaseBus,
overtones, amps, plotArray,
coupling,
buffers,
numFrames,
numSines, maxK, line;
//Settings
volMode = 1;
toneMode = 1;
pitchMode = 1;
varFreqs = 0;
autoK = 1;
numSines = 10;

//Modulates the amplitudes using Kuramoto-synchronised oscillators if 1,
//otherwise the pitches are Kuramoto-synchronised
//Sets starting frequencies as a series of fifths starting on 100Hz,
//otherwise pseudogaussian around //440Hz
//Uses SC's Pitch-object to determine the current frequencies of the
//oscillators if 1, otherwise the natural frequencies stored in the
//corresponding array are used (doesn't work)
//Variable natural frequencies if 1, otherwise pseudogaussian around 2
//Sets the coupling-value as an ascending line going from 0 to maximum
//coupling in simTime*2/5 seconds, holds maximum value for simTime/5 seconds,
//then descends back to 0 in simtime/5 seconds
//Number of sinus oscillators

// Sets the coupling value according to mode, coupling needs to be strong when synchronising
// audible frequencies
if(volMode == 0,
{coupling = 250}, //Maximum coupling for volMode == 0
{coupling = 0.1}
//Maximum coupling for volMode == 1
);
x = MouseX.kr(0.5,2); //Controlrate signal ranging from 0.5 to 2 controlled by the x-position
//of the mouse
if(autoK ==0,
{
//Variable coupling constant controlled by the y-position of the mouse
k = ( MouseY.kr(0.000001, numSines) ) * ( coupling/numSines );
},
{
//Variable coupling constant determined by line (see autoK)
k = Linen.kr(Line.kr(1,0,(simTime/5)*3),(simTime/5)*2,coupling,simTime/5)
}
);
//Creates an array of (variable) infrasonic natural frequencies pseudogaussian distributed
//around 2 or x
if(varFreqs == 0,
{
ampFreqs = Array.fill(numSines, { arg i; 1 + ( 0.99.sum3rand) } )
},
{
ampFreqs = Array.fill(numSines, { arg i; x + ( 0.49.sum3rand) } )
}
);
//Creates array of sonic natural frequencies either pseudogaussian around 440Hz
//or as a series of fifths starting on 110Hz
if( (toneMode == 0),
{
overtones = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
440 + ( 290.sum3rand) //Pseudogaussian around 440Hz
}
);
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);

freqs = overtones;
},
{overtones = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
1*( (3/2)**i) //Fifths
}
);
freqs = 110*overtones; //Starting on 110Hz
}

fedbackSig = LocalIn.ar(numSines); //Loopin-point
phasesIn = fedbackSig;
//Renamed to clarify that it is the phases that are
//retrieved
//Creates an array with the sums of the sines of the phases
//(see rapport for elaboration of the Kuramoto model)
phaseSum = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
( phasesIn - phasesIn[i] ).sin.sum;
}
);
//Creates an array with the derivaties of the phases (the frequencies)
//(see rapport for elaboration of the Kuramoto model)
phasesDer = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
k * phaseSum[i]
}
);
//Creates an array of descending amplitudes with a sum < 1 (to avoid clipping)
amps = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
(-1/numSines) * ( (i+1/numSines).log ) + 0.000001
}
);
if( volMode == 0,
{
phaseTrackers = LFSaw.ar(freqs + phasesDer, 0, pi);
sines = SinOsc.ar(freqs + phasesDer, 0, amps)

},
{

);

}

//Creates phasetracking saw-waves
//Creates an array of sinus//oscillators with
//frequencies ampFreqs + phasesDer
//These sines are played
//through the audio-output

ampSines = SinOsc.ar(ampFreqs + phasesDer,0,0.5,0.5); //Creates array of sinusoscillators
//with frequencies
//ampFreqs + phasesDer
//These sines are used for
//amplitude modulation
phaseTrackers = LFSaw.ar(ampFreqs+ phasesDer, 0, pi); //Creates array of phasetracking
//saw-waves
sines = SinOsc.ar(freqs, 0, amps * ampSines)
//Creates array of sinusoscillators
//with frequencies freqs
//and amplitudes amps * ampSines

//Sends the phasetracking saw-waves through a loopout-point
LocalOut.ar(phaseTrackers);
//Sends the audible sinewaves to the left and right outputchannels.
Out.ar(0, Mix.new(sines)*[1,1]);
//Array containing normalised k value and the amplitudes of the ampSines if volMode == 1
//otherwise normalised k and freqs + phasesDer normalised against maxItem in freqs
plotArray = [k/coupling] ++ if(volMode == 1,
{ampSines},
{(freqs + phasesDer)/freqs.maxItem}
);
plotArray
}.plot(simTime);//plotArray plotted against simTime seconds
s.freqscope;
//FFT frequency-scope
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D. Audioboids
( //Boots the server (only needs to be done once each session)
s.options.sampleRate = 44100;
s.reboot;
)
( //Audioboids
{
var accIn, accOut, velocities, positions,
phasesIn, phasesOut,
posIn,
swarm, fedback, uSin,
phaseSum, phaseDer, coupling,
ampSines, ampFreqs,
numSines, fundHarm, fundGauss,
maxSpeed, lowerL, upperL,
avoidance, stickance, contrary, walls, inertia, fifths,
kuramoto, harmMode, logMode, initVel, userSin, expMode, manAv, tri, randomAv;
//Settings
kuramoto = 0;
harmMode = 0;
initVel = 1;
logMode = 1;
userSin = 0;
expMode = 1;
manAv = 0;
tri = 0;
randomAv = 1;

//Modulates the amplitudes using kuramoto synchronised oscillators
//Sets starting positions as a series of fifths
//Gives the audioboids starting velocities
//Calculate acceleration using base 2 logarithm
//Activates usercontrolled boid
//Exponentiates the velocity, gives better results
//Overrides the calculation of the average position
//Audioboids generate trianglewaves instead of sinewaves
//Adds randomness to the average position

numSines = 20;
fundHarm = 55;
fundGauss = 440;
fifths = 0;

//Number of boids
//Lowest frequency when using harmMode
//Lowest frequency when not using harmMode
//Uses a heuristic to stop audioboids if they are at an interval
//of a fifth or a fourth relative to their neighbours

coupling
maxSpeed
lowerL =
upperL =

//Kuramoto coupling-constant
//Audioboids maxspeed
//Lower "wall"
//Upper "wall"

= 1;
= 6;
50;
20000;

//x = MouseX.kr(lowerL, upperL,1,1);
avoidance = 5;//How strong avoidance
stickance = MouseY.kr(0,5000); //How
contrary = 10;
//How
walls = 10;
//How

is
strong cohesion is (should be called cohesion really)
strong contrary motion is
strong wall avoidance is

if (userSin == 1, //Activates a usercontrolled sine
{
uSin = SinOsc.ar(x,0,1/(numSines+1));
}
);
if ( kuramoto == 1,
{
// Gets the accelerations from a loop-in point, as well as phases and positions if in
// kuramoto-mode
fedback = LocalIn.ar(numSines*3);
accIn = fedback[0 .. ( numSines -1) ];
phasesIn = fedback[numSines .. ( (numSines *2) -1 ) ];
posIn = fedback[numSines*2 .. ( (numSines*3) -1 ) ];
},
{
accIn = LocalIn.ar(numSines);
}
);
velocities = Array.fill(numSines, //Calculation of velocity
{arg i;
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);

}

if (initVel == 1,
{
Clip.ar(
//Velocity is clipped between maxSpeed and -maxSpeed
(0.05*100.rand2
//Starting velocity
+ Integrator.ar( //Acceleration is integrated
accIn[i],
1,1/s.sampleRate)),
//Divided by samplerate to not get a value 44100 times too large
(-1 * maxSpeed), maxSpeed) //Clipping limits
},
{
Clip.ar(Integrator.ar( //Same as above but without starting velocity
accIn[i],
1,1/s.sampleRate),(-1 * maxSpeed), maxSpeed)
}
)

positions = Array.fill(numSines, //Calculation of positions
{arg i;
if (harmMode == 1,
{

},
{

)

}

Clip.ar( //Position is clipped to be between lowerL and upperL
( fundHarm*( (3/2)**i) ) // Initial positions as a series of fifths
+ Integrator.ar(
// Velocity is integrated
if (expMode == 1, {
//Velocity is exponentiated if expMode == 1
Select.ar( velocities[i]+1,
[ (2 ** (velocities[i] * -1) * -1), (2 ** velocities[i])]
//Necessary step to not lose the sign at potentiation
)
},
{
velocities[i] //If expMode == 0 the unexponentiated velocity is integrated
}
),
1,1/s.sampleRate),
//Divided by samplerate to not get a value 44100 times too large
lowerL*1.1, upperL/1.1) //Clipping limits
Clip.ar(
// Same as above but starting positions are pseudogaussian-distributed around
// fundGauss
(fundGauss + ( ( fundGauss*0.75 ).sum3rand) )
+ Integrator.ar(
if (expMode == 1, {
Select.ar( velocities[i]+1,
[ (2 ** (velocities[i] * -1) * -1), (2 ** velocities[i])]
)
},
{
velocities[i]
}
),
1,1/s.sampleRate),
lowerL*1.1,upperL/1.1)

}
);
if (userSin == 1,
{
positions = positions ++ [x];
}
);
if( kuramoto == 1,
//Kuramoto synchronised oscillators for amplitude modulation, see Kuramoto-file
{
var av, logPos, di;
ampFreqs = Array.fill(numSines, { arg i; 0.5 + ( 0.49.sum3rand) } );
logPos = posIn.log2;
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/*d = Array.fill(numSines-1,
//Calculates the distances of all audioboids to all other audioboids
{arg i;
Array.fill(numSines - 1,
{
logPos[i]-logPos[i+1]
}
)
}
);*/
//k = d.abs.sum.sum/100;
//Sums all distances and divides by 100, to make coupling constant weaker the more
//”packed” the flock is
k=1;
phaseSum = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
( phasesIn - phasesIn[i] ).sin.sum;
}
);
phaseDer = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
( k * phaseSum[i] );
}
);

);

}

ampSines = SinOsc.ar(ampFreqs + phaseDer, 0, 0.5, 0.3);
//Creates array containing sinewaves for amplitude modulation
phasesOut = LFSaw.ar(ampFreqs + phaseDer, 0, pi);
//Creates array to track the phases of these

// Creates numSines oscillators with frequencies from positions, and amplitudes from ampSines
// if Kuramoto == 1
// Trianglewaves if tri == 1, otherwise sinewaves
if( tri == 1,
{
if( kuramoto == 1,
{
swarm = Mix.new(LFTri.ar(positions, 0, ampSines/numSines))
},
{
swarm = Mix.new(LFTri.ar(positions, 0, 1/numSines))
}
)
},
{
if( kuramoto == 1,
{
swarm = Mix.new(SinOsc.ar(positions, 0, ampSines/numSines))
},
{
swarm = Mix.new(SinOsc.ar(positions, 0, 1/numSines))
}
)
}
);
if( logMode == 1, // If logMode == 1, calculcate acceleration using the base 2 logarithm
{
var av, logPos, lowerLog, upperLog, ratios;
logPos =
lowerLog
upperLog
av = ( (

(positions.log2);
= lowerL.log2;
= upperL.log2;
logPos.sum ) / numSines) ; // The average frequency of the audioboids

accOut = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
var avoid, stick, cont, wall, inert, grav, acceleration, distUpper, distLower;
if (manAv == 1, //Overrides the average frequency if manAv == 1
{
ratios = (Scale.major.ratios*fundGauss).log2;
av = Select.kr(MouseX.kr(0,7), ratios);
},
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{

//Otherwise leave it

}
);
if (randomAv == 1,
//Adds random noise to the average, with intensity determined by the x-position of the
//mouse
{
av = av + LFNoise1.kr(4, MouseX.kr(0,5) , 0);
}
);
avoid = Array.fill(numSines, //Calculates avoidance
{arg j;
if (j == i,
{ 0 }, //Each boid ignores itself
{ (1 / ( ( logPos[i] - logPos[j] ) )) }
)
}
);
avoid = avoid.sum * avoidance; //Sum over all other boids
stick = ( av - logPos[i] ) * stickance; //Calculates cohesion
cont = velocities.sum * (-1) * contrary; //Calculates contrary motion
distLower = logPos[i] - lowerLog;
distUpper = logPos[i] - upperLog;
wall = ( ( 1/( distLower ) ) + ( 1/( distUpper ) ) ) * walls;
// Calculates wall avoidance
//inert = velocities.sum * ((velocities.sum.sign) * velocities[i].sign)* -1
//*inertia; //Attempt to incorporate inertia
grav = 0;
//Attempt to incorporate gravity, giving a constant negative acceleration
acceleration = avoid + stick + cont + walls + grav;
//All accelerationfactors are summed
if( fifths == 1, // Heuristic to maintain fifths or fourths with neighbours
{
if ( (i != 0) && (i != (numSines -1 ) ),
{
velocities[i] = velocities[i] *
( ( (4/3) - (positions[i + 1]/positions[i]) )
+ (1.5 - (positions[i]/positions[i - 1]) ) )
},
{
if (i == 0,
{
velocities[i] = velocities[i]
* ( (4/3) - (positions[i + 1]/positions[i]) )
},
{
velocities[i] = velocities[i]
* (1.5 - (positions[i]/positions[i - 1]) )
}
)
}
)
}
);

},
{

)

}

(acceleration) //Acceleration is returned

var av; //Calculates acceleration without using the base 2 logarithm, otherwise same
av = ( ( ( positions.sum ) / numSines) ); //
accOut = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg i;
var avoid, stick, wall, cont, inert, acceleration,
logPos, distLower, distUpper, ratios;
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if (manAv == 1,
{
ratios = (Scale.major.ratios*fundGauss).log2;
av = Select.kr(MouseX.kr(0,7), ratios);
},
{
}
);
if (randomAv == 1,
{
av = av + LFNoise1.kr(4, MouseX.kr(0,5) , 0);
}
);
avoid = Array.fill(numSines,
{arg j;
if (i == j,
{ 0 },
{ (1 / ( positions[i] - positions[j] ) ) }
)
}
);
avoid = avoid.sum * avoidance;
stick = ( av - positions[i] ) * stickance;
distLower = positions[i] - lowerL;
distUpper = positions[i] - upperL;
wall = ( ( 1/( distLower ) ) + ( 1/( distUpper ) ) ) * walls;
//inert = velocities.sum * ((velocities.sum.sign) * velocities[i].sign)* -1 *inertia;
acceleration = avoid + stick + cont + walls;
if( fifths == 1,
{
if ( (i != 0) && (i != (numSines -1 ) ),
{
velocities[i] = velocities[i]
* ( ( (4/3) - (positions[i + 1]/positions[i]) )
+ (1.5 - (positions[i]/positions[i - 1]) ) )
},
{
if (i == 0,
{
velocities[i] = velocities[i]
* ( (4/3) - (positions[i + 1]/positions[i]) )
},
{
velocities[i] = velocities[i]
* (1.5 - (positions[i]/positions[i - 1]) )
}
)
}
)
}
);

}

)

}

(acceleration)

);
if ( kuramoto == 1,
//Send accelerations through a loop-out point, as well as phase and positions
//if kuramoto == 1
{
LocalOut.ar(accOut ++ phasesOut ++ positions)
},
{
LocalOut.ar(accOut)
}
);
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if ( userSin == 1, //Adds usercontrolled audioboid to output if userSin == 1
{
Out.ar(0, Mix.new([swarm, uSin]) * 0.9)
},
{
Out.ar(0, [swarm, swarm] * 0.9)
}
);
//velocities.poll;
positions}.plot(30); // Plots positions against time
s.freqscope; // FFT frequency-scope
)

